Case Study
Feature-rich mobile ticketing web app launched in days
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CROWDSPRINT CROWDSOURCED
TESTING
All aspects of the feature-rich smartphone web
app were crowd tested prior to launch, and every
step of this process was managed by a
Revolution IT Test Manager. With access to a
scalable and customisable network of global
testers, Village Cinemas leveraged 100 testers
to find critical bugs in its mobile web app cross
25 types of mobile devices, as well as on a
variety of operating systems and browsers. With
real people using real devices and networks,
crowd testing was completed in three days and
97 valid bugs were uncovered. These were
reviewed, validated and prioritised, with
duplicates removed before being logged in daily
summary reports provided to Village Cinemas’
in-house test team.

THE RESULTS
Leveraging crowdsprint’s crowdsourced testing
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subsequently increasing attendance at its
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cinemas. Crowdsprint completed the Village
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Cinemas test cycle in less than five days to
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